
Answer – Lets get down to business

SCHOLARSCHOLAR
• Draft up a letter for the boy to take to his teacher. The teacher should be allowed several

weeks to make sure that the boy is fulfilling this responsibility. Then, the teacher can sign
off on it - or refuse to sign it! Make sure that the boy understands. (req. #1, 2)

• Visit the Principal. This is great for the boys to see this office. Leave the Principal a
"plaque' with the Webelos den emblem, or a printed certificate in an inexpensive frame.
Discuss the value of an education (careers, opportunities) with the Principal. (req. #3)

• Make a chart showing how the school system is run. Do this outdoors on the driveway
and use sidewalk chalk. Each boy draws a square. That's them and their family. Then
one boy draws a square above the first - that's their teacher. Who is their teacher's boss,
and so on. Ultimately, you will have the School Board, and then their parents hiring the
school board (on elections). So their parents are over everything. WOW.

• Attend a local PTA meeting or School Board meeting
• Play Schoolmaster and conduct an oral quiz on Scout Lore. Try quizzing the boys on the

Scout Badge, Uniform, or U.S. Flag.
• Check with local schools to see if they have any old textbooks (20-30 years old) for the

boys to look at.

Before the Meeting
By Barb Stephens
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1. If Jupiter is closer to the Sun than Mercury, write "V" in spaces 4, 20, 24, and 25. If not,
write an “S” in 4, 20, 24, and 25.

2. If it's OK to divide a number by zero, write "J" in spaces 13 and 22. If not, write "N" in
spaces 13 and 22.

3. If you are the oldest person in this room, write the letter "X" in spaces 2, 7 and 23. If you
are not, write "E" in these spaces.

4. If you like Christmas time better than being punished, indicate this with an "O" in 11 and
16. If not, leave these spaces empty.

5. Put your hands behind your back and by counting on your fingers, find the 7th letter of
the alphabet. Write it in space 6.

6. If water freezes at 64 F, write an "P" in space 12. If not, write a "W" in that space.
7. If George Washington became president after Abe Lincoln, write nothing in space 8. If

not, write n "T" in spaces 3, 8 and 15.
8. If 5 feet equals one mile, draw a house in space 1. Otherwise, write an "L" in space 1.
9. If you're a Webelos Scout, put the letter "D" in space 10, the letter "U" in space 19, and

the letter "I" in space 21.
10. If you like this kind of "paper" game, write the second letter of the alphabet in space 18. If

you don't, write n "B" in space 18.



Answer – Lets get down to business

WEBELOS SCHOLAR PIN
Boys, Parents and Teachers: The Webelos Scholar pin requires the boy to do his best in his
school work, participate in some volunteer activities at school, and learn more about the
school system.  Each boy will need to get his teacher's signature for one or more activities.

I would like to present the Scholar pin at the Pack Meeting on ____________________.
Please return this form by then.  Note that item #2 will probably require several weeks of
work. Please turn this form in to your son's teacher now.  Teachers: please review this, and
if you have any questions please contact me at work.  My work number is ______________.

Scouts Name:_________________________________

1. Has a good record in attendance, behavior and grades OR at least, the boy should be
trying hard to do his best.

Teacher Signature

2. Has taken an active part in a school activity or service.  This should be a task that
provides a service to the school and that the Scout should perform for several weeks on
a regular basis.

Teacher Signature

3. Has discussed with his teacher the value of having an education.

Teacher Signature

Parents: There are other requirements for this pin. Your son needs to complete

_________________________________________________________________________
(fill in with information pertinent to their son.)


